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Abstract

A act of two large acceptance (20 to 140 Brad)
horns have been designed nod built to form a parallel
beast of 3 GeV/c pions and kaons for the production of
an Intense, dichromatic atutrino bcaa. A set of besai
plugs and colllMtora determined the awawntun of the
particles which pass through the horn*. The cooling
and maintenance of the horns and target was a partic-
ular concern since they were operated with an Inci-
dent Intensity of over 1013 proton/sec. These sys-
tex were designed for simplicity, reliability, and
easy replacement.

Introduction

A collaboration of Brookhaven National <Lai»ra-
tor;-, Columbia Onivei'sity, University of Illinois and
Johns Hopkins University proposed an experiment to
search for neutrino oscillations with high sensitiv-
ity at the ACS.1 A large Increase In sensitivity
over previous experiments came from having a very
high flux or low energy neutrinos (~1 GeV/c) within a
narrow energy band (ilSZ). The high flux was re-
quired to give sufficient event rate at the experi-
ment located 1 km from the horns. This neutrino
energy correspond.- to the decsy of 3 GeV/c pions
which is at the peak of the plon production by the
285 GeV/c protons of the AGS. The energy definition
allows candidates for neutrino oscillation as sig-
nalled by the appearance of a narrow energy band of
elections in the detector to be separated from a
broad energy band of electrons resulting from neu-
trinos produced by kaon decay. This focussing system
utilized a similar design to that employed in the
construction of another narrow band system designed
by Saltay and coworfcers.2 There were two focussing
horns and a set oZ beam plugs and colllmators which
selected particles of the proper momentum, while
s toppling particles which were off momentum.

The construction of this new horn presented the
opportunity to improve the horn design in a number of
areas which 'nad caused problems in the past such as
the cooling water system and alignment procedures.
Also the transport system was improved to minimize
the radiation burden when replacing horn components.

As with all new system* unexpected problems arose
which will be described below.

Performance Specifications

In Table X w« list the performance .specifica-
tions which guided the design of this narrow band
horn systta.

'Table I.

Particle momentum
Momentum spread
Angular acceptance
Horn current (horns is series)
Incident beam intensity

3.0 GeV/c
41SS
20 to 140 arad
240 KAmp
1.5 x JO33 protons
per 1.2 sec.

The Incident beam energy of up to 80 KJoules
represented a considerable thermal shock to the com-
ponents as well as producing a large amount of resi-
dual radiation. The pulsed nature of the very high
current presented a potential for structural fatigue
and called for very conservative engineering design.

Horn Design

A cross section -view of the horn system Is shorn
In tlgm 1. The wott critical design feature with re-
gard to plon yield and good momentum definition vac
probably the inner conductor of Horn #1. Since the
particles passed through the inner conductor at an-
gles as mrnall as 20 arad, it was necessary to sake
the aluminum as thin as possible compatible" with suf-
ficient strength to withstand the compreasive forces
from currents up to 300 kA. Using 5D61-T6 aluminum
we settled on a thickness of 2.2 ma. Even with such
a small thickness, the total amount of material in
the pions passed through was 5-8 cm resulting la
significant absorption (13-202). The parabolic shape
of the inner conductor was calculated such that the
azlsuthal magnetic field between the conductor* would
produce a converging cone of about 40 wad at the
exit of the first bora for 3 CeV/c particles.

Fig. 1. A schematic cross section of
the narrow band horn system. The ele-
ments of the •/stem are: CT) the pro-
duction target, {A) and {•) the first
and second focussing horns, {©, XT)'},
(£) are eolllaators and beam plugs
{graphite Insert in C) for defining the
allowed particle trajectories. Col-
llmator D was made of aluminum with a
brass insert. Particle trajectories of
3 GeV/c leaving the center of the tar-
get at 3D and 100 arad are Indicated by
the dashed lines. . •••«- *r'\ -

* V'ork perforoed under the auspices of the U.S. Sept. of Energy.
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The outer conductor of the first horn was set by
the desire to accept particles up to 140 arad where
the particle yield begins to Call. Since ail selec-
ted particles remain Inside this conductor there were
no constraints on Its thickness.

The function of the second horn was to accept a
conical beaa of particles at 40 arad with respect to
the horn axis and deflect It to sake It parallel to
the horn axis. The angular spread of the beaa was
calculated to ba *2 urad (±4 arad after multiple
coulot* scattering). The two rays drawn In Fig. 1
show trajectories of acceptable 3 CeV/c particles.
The dtiifn of the second horn was simpler since the
particles pass through more nearly normal to the
aluminum conductor. For this horn wore straightfor-
ward conical foras could be used.

The systea of colllmitors and plugs was chostn
In such a way as to select a aoaentua bite of Ap/p •
-lit (15Z after aultlple coulomb scattering), while
at the saae time keeping the wide band background to
a minlaua. The colllaators were aade of alualnun
except very near the beaa, where brass was used in
order to Increase the particle attenuations.

»eaa Plug

Since the beaa plug had to absorb a significant
portion (10Z) of incident beaa shock heating, consid-
erable studies were perforaed to be sure that this
plug would remain intact. Since water cooling had
been a problea with the previous narrow band horn. It
was decided to use a high aelting point aaterial for
the plug, and cool It by gas convection and radi-
ation. To further reduce the localized heating In
the beam plug, a 6aa diameter cylinder of graphite
was Inserted in the front end of the plug to disperse
the energy of the besa along the first 60 ca. The
plug was machined out of Incoloy 800, a high tenpera-
ture stainless, and then chemically blackened to
enhance radiative transfer. Finally, the annular
space between the plug and the inner conductor was
pressurized with hellua to 1.7 atmospheres to enhance
the convectlve cooling and minimize chemical activi-
ty. Modelling with a finite difference program indi-
cated that the maximum temperature at the center of
the plug for 1013 protons/sec vould be between 800
and 900*C, while the melting point of the Incoloy is
13B5'C.

Production Target

The target used to produce the pions for the
neutrino be»e is patterned after targets developed at
CERN for antlproton production.3 The target core
consists of a rod, 3ma in diameter and IDOma long.
Since a high density material was requested by the
experiment to mixlnlze particle production within the
short depth of field of the horn, an alloy of 75Z
tungsten and 25Z rheniua was employed. Its density
was 19.7 g/ca3. ATJ graphite (density ~2 g/ca3) sur-
rounded the rod to provide a contalnaent structure
and reasonable heat trantfer. Surrounding the graph-
ite was a thin aluminum container with radial fins
cooled by forced air at -10 a/aec. Calculations In-
dicated an average temperature of the tt/Re rod of
~700*C and a temperature at the exterior of the con-
tainer of 150*C for 1013 protons incident. A thermo-
couple on the outside of the aluminum, container show-
ed a temperature that wat In agreement.

Electrical System*

Three changes resulting from the reconstruction
of the Worth Area and th* requirements of Exp. 776
posed new electrical design problem*. First, the
physical size of both horns changed, next the as-

bly was located considerably further away froa the

power supply and third the methjd of connecting to
the horns was different. The inductance of the sya-
ten was Important since it determined whether the
voltage required would exceed i.he Halts of the cur-
rent power supply. A value of 0.96 UH for the two
serier horns war obtained %y numerical integration.
Coaxial feeders were designed to feed power to the
devices along the srrongbarfc supports. Stripline
structures called "keys'" vert: made to bridge fron the
coax to the horns. Estimates of the inductance which
these keys would add totalled 0.6 VH. Alto coaxial
"flexures" were provided at two points along the
coaxial lines to provide flexibility and as a aeam
of disconnecting one horn froa the other.

The decision to move the target upstream- by
nearly 25 • alto posed some new problem. A power
feed systea would have to be aade which wat capable
of carrying the full current, while being sufficient-
ly radiation hard to function In the high radiation
environment. It wat decided to construct a low In-
duct ince (3 nH/a) coaxial feed system siallar to that
which had been used for years to Interconnect the old
horns. The coaxial feeds in this system were con-
structed by wrapping a 10cm diameter aluminum tube
with six layers of .012an Kapton. The outer conduc-
tor waa formed by clamping another thin, split alumi-
num tube over the insulation. Sliver plating was
employed on all connecting surfaces.

Connecting the 24a long runs of coaxial feed
lines with the coaxial feeds on the horns was a quick
disconnect stripline connection. With this design,
the horn can be disconnected In a matter of minutes.
This Is a vast improvement over the old systen which
required extended work In a high radiation are...

Water Systea

Approximately SkW of energy was removed from the
first horn by forced convection to a flowing water
syscea. This energy resulted froa electrical heating
of the inner conductor and beam energy deposition In
the beaa plug. Prior horn designs hi.-e been plagued
by water systea problems SD that It was decided to
employ a novel approach. High purity water from a
closed circulation system was brought to a distribu-
tion manifold located above the first horn. The
water then passed through 20 discharge tubes located
about 3 ea above corresponding funnels on the horn
'Outer conductor. The free fall of the water to the
funnels provides an insulating gap in the water syje-
tea. The low velocity water flowing out the nozzles
at the bottom of the funnels then forms a film around
the inner conductor as It ilows downward to the outer
conductor. Draw tubes lead the water froa the outer
conductor to a return pipe. Again the water systea
was isolated froa the horn voltage by a free fall
gap*

The water systea was Judged superior to past
systea* for several reasons. Fast systems used high
pressure distribution to spray nozzles which devel-
oped leaks under the vibration of the horn pulsing.
The current systea was gravity fed froa a very low
head so that the pressure near the horn is only about
Sea of water. Since the water systea was electri-
cally Isolated by two gaps, Che use of insulated pipe
was avoided, resulting in a completely radiation-hard
piping systea. This design has resulted in a robust
systea which has eliminated failures so far and as a
result greatly reduced personnel exposure.

Beaa Monitoring

In order for the bean to function properly, spot
size and position had to be held In within 1 am at
the target. An instrumentation package was designed
to monitor this during operation. Conclacriible re-
dundancy wat provided within this package because



instrumentation near the target location is lnacces-
*lble for repairs due to the high residual radiation.
The devices provided were a flag, three SUIC's, a
target, thermocouple, a target monitor, and an array
of nuon monitors.

The target monitor la an Ion counter placed
within the target shield block. A hole, nolded Into
the concrete( point* fron the counter toward the
target. This nonltor Is very sensitive to back scat-
tering Iron the target, miking It • sensitive detec-
tor of targeting. Thi« nonitor and the target ther-
mocouple proved to hi excellent tools. With then It
was possible to product b»am scans across the target
which were sensitive measurements of bsaa/target
position and beta sice. Scans of this type were used
to show that the b*aa vas less than 1 a* In diameter.
A radially and arlauthally segmented Ion chamber 10a
downstream »f the horns monitored the profile of the
emerging particles.

Transport Svsten

The requlrenent of the transport system was
to minimize the tine to remove and then Install a
replacement horn in an area of high residual radia-
tion levels. He used a system of two rigid strong
backs on which the two horns could be placed and
preallgned outside of the radiation area. These were
transported along tracks on bogles with motorized
lifting plates which could both lift and turn. The
turning action was required to negotiate a right
angle turn out of the tunnel, and the lifting feature
enabled the strongbacks to be lowered onto jack
stands in position* Then the bogles were removed
before bringing beam to the target. The jack stands
were remotely driven by long shafts to mininlie ex-
posure of the surveyors. A shielded locomotive
pulled these assemblies along the tracks. A recent
removal of an Irradiated horn resulted In lests than
300 mRen of exposure with contact readings on the
horn of up to IB Ren/hr.

Operational Experience

After two test periods of about 10 pulses at
full horn current to check out the electrical, mech-
anical and hydraulic features of the hong and as-
sociated systems, an extended physics run for Exp.
776 was begun. During the initial two weeks the
incident proton Intensity wa* kept low while the
performance of the horns and targets was determined
by the particle monitors. The remainder of the eight
week was run at a high Intensity. The total accumu-
lated flux was about 1.5 *<c 1019 protons. Approxima-
tely 1.5 x 106 pulses at 240 kA were applied to the
horns during this time.

The alignment system proved to be very stable
and periodic inspections showed no displicenents
greater than 0.25 mm. Similarly, the water system
ran without incident, showing that the low pressure,
decoupled system was considerably more reliable than
the previous high pressure systems. Inspection of
the beam plug In Horn #1 subsequent to the run showed
that the concept of cooling by convection and conduc-
tion in helium gas and radiative heat transfer was
sound. The Incoloy 800 material showed no evidence
of thermal damage fron the beaa.

Initial coapatlsons of the optical properties of
the horn system Indicate a not unreasonable agreement
with calculation, but detailed comparisons require
sore refined analysis of neutrino events fron the
Exp. 776 detector.

The- power feed system was a major problem area
despite the fact that much of the design waa based on
conponents which had been in service for a decade.
The 24m long coaxial feeder failed six times due to

shorts through the Ka;*ton insulation, and subsequent
destruction of the aluminum conductor. A very early
failure during the test phase was traced to a metal
chip trapped in the insulation, 'but the source of the
other failures was uncertain. After damping the
voltage reflection from the horn with a "jnubber"
network, and thermally prestressing the coaxial feed-
er, there were no failures of the feeder during the
final three weeks. For future runs the number of
turns of Kapton Insulation will be doubled, and the
munber of coaxial feeders will be increased from 2 to
4. Also, better provision will he made for thermal
expansion of th« coaxial feeder. After about 10*
pulses there were two failures related to the strip-
line "keys" connecting the coaxial feeders to the
horns. The failure of the keys could be traced to
the pulsed electromagnetic forces between the paral-
lel conductor which resulted in long term metal fa-
tigue. Additional clamping and strengthening is
expected to eliminate these failures in the future.

From the experinenter"s point of view, the tar-
get was satisfactory, and showed no change in yield
during the experimental run. During preparations for
a repair, a layer of contaminated dust :{~20 nCi/lDO
cm2) was found spread around the horn area, which had
not been previously found. Analysis of the contami-
nation lead one ro believe that the activated W/Re
target rod had powdered and been transported by the
cooling air stream. Disassembly In a hot cell showed
no damage to the target container, but many fractures
in the H/Re rod. The W/Be rod will be replaced by
one of copper, and the container will be hermetically
sealed and Interlocked for future running.

Conclusions

Host of the subsystems of this horn focussing
system performed well. The two horns, collitiator and
bean plugs showed no degradation after the 8 »eeli« of
extended running. The transport and survey syitims
worked well a.. proved that with careful design t Mr
slderable reductions in radiation exposure are
achievable. The Innovative features of the com-
pletely redesigned water systen, lead to a stable
cooling system which was easy to connect and which
showed no evidence of electrical or mechanical fail-
ure. Likewise, the bean nonitoring equipment per-
formed satisfactorily.

After inking improvements to the coaxial feeders
and the production target, an extended run of the
horns is planned for this summer.
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